with E .
Ef the initial and final energy of the atom in rydbergs. Similarly k i and k 2 are given numerically in rydbergs.
From the computational point of view it will be easier to evaluate the transition matrix using for I ,i > and I f > a set given in the parabolic coordinates, and then to find by a transformation the transition matrix when the initial and final states are given in the spherical coordinates. ni. n2.
The state I nml> with n and m defined before, and 1 the azimuthal quantum number of an optical level, is related to I mmn l > by 3 and Hughes6 have shown independently that these elements are related to the vector coupling coefficients through
where the bracket on the right hand side is Wigner's 3j symbol. We then have that <n' ml' I elq .r I nml> _ <n'm ni I n' ml'> n i' n x <mmni I nml> <n' mni I e'Q , r I mmni> .
Substitution of (4) into (7), and (7) into (1), and an integration with respect to q will give QB (nl, n'1').
To carry out the integration with respect to q we need the°squared modulus of the transition matrix in spherical coordinates. Let us write (4) 
Then abbreviating <mmn i jnml > and <n' mni jn' mI'> by aln and a,', n , we have
It is clear from this equation that R,, ( } contains only even powers of q.
The integral in (1) corresponds to an integration over R,, ( } q -3. This integration can be done by elementary means. The final expression becomes particularly simple at the limit of high k i where by (2) we can write 
kiere A(n 1, n' 1') and B(ni , n'1') A ke constant parameters independent of both the incident energy k i and the nuclear charge Z. They are given by
nlniunffnl'
ninInOW where n-1
A(nni n", n'nln)
C o
In these expressions
(n + n') 2 till n2• 
when X1 -X2 _< ^,1_^2, we let X, 6 ^2 , and X" : X2. Finally, the f^^^^Ltion S(,1, i, j) is defined by
It should be noted that A(,anl, n'1') is related to the optical oscillator strength, and it vanishes unless I ' = 1 ± 1. Although a simpler expression can be given for it, but this will not be done here.
It is easy to see from (13) and (14) that similar to (12) the cross section between the Stark levels is given by
where (Cf. Eqs. (15) and (16)) A(nnl , n'n') = A(nnlnl , n'n'n), B(nn l , n'n' ) B(nnlnl , n'n'n)
Finally for cross suctions between principal quantum numbers we can
where
1_0 P=0
If we express the incit:^ut energy in the threshold units, corresponding to (23) we can write
where AT and BT are related to A and B by
The same relationship between A and AT , and B and B7, hold when Equations (12) and (21) are expressed in terms of the threshold units of energy.
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II, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For inelastic collisions between charged particles and atoms the criterion for validity of the Born approximation, at least for low lying levels of the atoni, d
Is that v: vo >> 1, with v the velocity of the charged particle and v0 the orbital velocity of the atomic electrun. 7 The Bethe approximation consists in approximating (2) by (11), and is therk;.lore valid when ( §111k) AE/k1 <_:1. Consequently when the incident particle is an electron, the validity criterion is the same for both approximations. is also valid at large distances from the atomic center. The conditions ki >> Z/ao is the same as the condition for validity of the Born and the Bethe approximations for low lying levels of the atom. It then becomes plausible that when Born-Bethe approximation becomes valid for scattering from the neutral atoms, the plane wave approximation becomes also valid for ionic scattering. This conclusion will be supported by the experiment which will be discussed below. Below a comparison of our calculation is made with the eXrQrimental results available in the literature. In Pig. 3 QB and QBB are compared for transitions from n=5 to n' = 9, and from n = 7 to n' = 8. It is clear that above 20 threshold units the two approximations give the same Tesults.
Transitions for n = 1 to n' -2 -15 are tabulated in Table I . Transitions for n = 2 to n' = 3 -12 are tabulated in Table II . Transitions for n = 3 to n' = 4 -11 and n = 4 to n' = 5 10 are tabulated in Table III . Transitions for n = 5 to n' 6 -9, n = 6 to n' = 7, 8, and n = 7 to n' = 8 are tabulated in Table IV Because of space limitation it is not practical to give here the cross sectional values for transitions between all the azimuthal quantum numbers belong ing to the principal quantum numbers listed in Tables I-IV . In addition, some of these transitions have been given by previous workers. Instead, with regard to the more important transitions, we tabulate here transitions between the azimuthal quantum numbers for n =.3 to no = 6, n = 5 to no = 6, n = 6 to no = 7, and n = 7
to no = 8. These are given in Tables V through VIII for transitions between the principal quantum numbers has been verified.
It should be emphasized that Born cross sections given in Table I through VIII are for the particular case of an electron incident on an hydrogen atom.
They are not valid for heavy charged particles, or nuclear charges different from 1. However, the Bethe formula whose coefficients for a number of transitions between the principal quantum numbers are given in Table IX is In Table IX the coefficients n' 3 ,A n, n') and n° 3 B(n , n') are tabulated when n ranges from 1 to 9, and n' as indicated. Theoretically these coefficients te,, ,d to a constant as n' becomes large. This can be seen by noticing that the asymptotic form of the radial part of an hydrogen eigenfunction is given by3 The largest contribution to the total cross section between n and n' is from those 1 and P that their orbits have the largest overlap. As n' increases, the azimuthal quantum numbers that are much less than n' become more important and (29) indicates that the total cross section decreases as 1 / n' 3.
Study of Table IX indicates that as nand n' become large, the B coefficient becomes substantially larger than A. This implies that the non-optically allowed transitions become more important at high n and n' .
Concerning the numerical integration required in the Born approximation, it should be pointed out that this integration becomes more difficult for 'Uran- to n' = 9, and n = 7 to n' = 8 transitions. Lam- [^' r-t 
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